Comparison between different methods of sonographic length assessment during pregnancy
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ABSTRACT

Background: Preterm birth is the presence of uterine contraction of sufficient frequency and intensity to effect progressive effacement and dilatation of cervix prior to term gestation (between 20 and 37 weeks). The objective of this study was to compare between the different methods of assessment of cervical length (Trans abdominal, trans vaginal, and transperineal) during pregnancy as a possible screening of preterm birth.

Methods: Prospective cohort study was performed on 200 cases who attended at Elshat by hospital. At gestational age from 20 to 26 weeks, there was no significant difference regarding demographic data as (maternal age, parity). The route of examination was started according to urinary bladder fullness at admission. Accordingly, the patient was not instructed to void if she had full bladder, rather we started by transabdominal route. If she had empty bladder at the time she presented we started by transperineal then transvaginal route. The four measurements were compared to each other and the difference between them calculated. The selected sample size was found to be 200 pregnant women.

Results: Transvaginal route gave the longest cervical measurements followed by transperineal route then abdominal route (full bladder) and finally trans abdominal route (semi-full bladder). Our results indicate that there is a significant positive correlation among the four methods of measuring cervical length in that gestational age.

Conclusions: Tran-abdominal assessment could be used initially for cervical length screening, considering the maternal and fetal condition. Then, if the need arises, transvaginal sonography could be used. This step by step approach may be more convenient and useful to both patients and physicians for cervical length screening.
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INTRODUCTION

Preterm birth is the presence of uterine contraction of sufficient frequency and intensity to effect progressive effacement and dilatation of cervix prior to term gestation (between 20 and 37 weeks).1,2

The exact mechanism is unknown but it is believed to include decidual hemorrhage (e.g., abruption mechanical or over distention from multiple gestation or polyhydramnious), cervical incompetence, uterine distortion (e.g., fibroid uterus) maternal infections (e.g., bacterial vaginosis) and uteroplacental insufficiency (e.g., hypertension, type 1 diabetes, drug abuse, stressful life style and low socioeconomic status).3,4

Cervix is the part of the uterus that connects to vagina it is normally rigid and closed. During pregnancy, the...
cervix gradually soften, decrease in length and dilate as the fetus grows and prepare to give birth.\textsuperscript{5,6}

Various factors affecting the cervical length during pregnancy including the biologic difference between women, unknown uterine activity, over distended, uterine infection, inflammation, and incompetent cervix.\textsuperscript{7}

Several recent studies have been reported the utility of transabdominal assessment of cervical length. Despite of some limitations including the apparent artificial lengthening when the bladder is filled to enhance imaging, inability to visualize the cervix in some cases, and the difficulty to visualize a shortened cervix. Transabdominal assessment of cervical length may be as accurate and more acceptable to some patient as transvaginal and it may be the technique of choice in some patient in which vaginal examination is limited as in preterm premature rupture of membrane.\textsuperscript{8,9}

Transvaginal ultrasonography assessment of cervical length at 22-24 weeks of gestation will provide useful prediction of preterm labour it is useful when transabdominal sonography fails to visualize in high proportion of cases especially those of short cervix.\textsuperscript{10}

Another modality is cervical assessment by transperineal-translabial sonography which done by a curvilinear probe that placed sagittal between labia majora it is less invasive but needs extensive experience sonographers.\textsuperscript{11,12}

Krutzman et al examined 206 women at 14-34 of gestation and successfully obtained paired transvaginally and transperineal measurement from all cases they reported correlation coefficient between two measurement 0.959.\textsuperscript{13,14}

The study was designed to compare between the different methods of assessment of cervical length (transabdominal, transvaginal, and transperineal) during pregnancy as a possible screening of preterm birth.

METHODS

The study was performed on 200 cases who were attending El-shatby hospital. Inclusion criteria are singleton pregnancy. Patients at (20-26) weeks of pregnancy, cervical dilatation less than 2cm and no active uterine contraction. Exclusion criteria are patients with rupture membrane and Patients with cervical cerclage.

After approval of medical ethics committee and signing a written consent all the patients were suspected to: Full history taking and complete general examination.

The patient will undergo ultrasound examination: Abdominal, with the patient placed in the dorsal supine position, Vaginal and transperineal ultrasound, with the patient in the dorsal lithotomy position. The examination started according to the condition of the patient at admission. First vagianlly: the probe was placed in the anterior fornix of the vagina and care will be taken to avoid undue pressure that might artificially lengthen the cervix. The cervical length was measured in the sagittal view and the sonolucent endocervical mucosa will be used as a guide to the true position of the internal os. Then, transperineal ultrasound done: a curvilinear probe was inserted in a latex glove containing ultrasonic gel and covered with water soluble gel and placed sagittally between the labia majora the transducer was moved caudally onto perineum and also laterally or obliquely as necessary then cervical length was obtained. Lastly transabdominal done in two phases: first, with the patient half full bladder (250-300 cc) we taken cervical length. Then, wait some time and take cervical length with the patient full bladder (>300cc) (Figure 1-3).
If the patient came with full or half full we started with abdominal ultrasound examination then ask the patient to empty bladder and continue examination vaginal and transperineal. All the measurement was compared each other and the difference between them calculated.

**RESULTS**

![Figure 4: Effect of different methods of sonographic cervical length during pregnancy.](image)

### Table 1: Examples for prediction of the values of the transvaginal by the values of transperineal, transabdominal full bladder and transabdominal half full bladder for example.

| Gestational age/Week | Case | Transperineal | Transabdominal 2 - Half full bladder | Transabdominal 2 - Full bladder | Transvaginal calculated by the equation | Transvaginal calculated transvaginal 4th Degree Polynomial Fit | Transvaginal calculated transvaginal 5th Degree Polynomial Fit | Transvaginal calculated transvaginal Reciprocal Model | Transvaginal calculated transvaginal Curve estimation or curve fitting |
|----------------------|------|--------------|------------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------------|----------------------------------------------------------|----------------------------------------------------------|----------------------------------------------------------|
| 20                   | 7    | 4.50         | 4.70                               | 4.76                            | -0.06                                 | 4.70 4.69                                               | 4.70 4.69                                               | 4.70 4.69                                               | 4.70 4.69                                               |
| 13                   | 4.30 | 4.60         | 4.57                               |                                 | 0.03                                  | 4.60 4.58                                               | 4.60 4.58                                               | 4.60 4.58                                               | 4.60 4.58                                               |
| 21                   | 32   | 4.50         | 4.70                               | 4.76                            | -0.06                                 | 4.70 4.69                                               | 4.70 4.69                                               | 4.70 4.69                                               | 4.70 4.69                                               |
| 32                   | 32   | 4.90         | 5.20                               | 5.16                            | 0.04                                  | 5.20 5.17                                               | 5.20 5.17                                               | 5.20 5.17                                               | 5.20 5.17                                               |
| 22                   | 62   | 5.60         | 5.40                               | 5.85                            | -0.45                                 | 5.40 5.40                                               | 5.40 5.40                                               | 5.40 5.40                                               | 5.40 5.40                                               |
| 74                   | 4.20 | 4.50         | 4.47                               |                                 | 0.03                                  | 4.50 4.50                                               | 4.50 4.50                                               | 4.50 4.50                                               | 4.50 4.50                                               |
| 23                   | 23   | 4.80         | 5.10                               | 5.06                            | 0.04                                  | 5.10 5.07                                               | 5.10 5.07                                               | 5.10 5.07                                               | 5.10 5.07                                               |
| 106                  | 4.20 | 4.50         | 4.47                               |                                 | 0.03                                  | 4.50 4.50                                               | 4.50 4.50                                               | 4.50 4.50                                               | 4.50 4.50                                               |
| 24                   | 24   | 4.40         | 4.70                               | 4.66                            | 0.04                                  | 4.70 4.69                                               | 4.70 4.69                                               | 4.70 4.69                                               | 4.70 4.69                                               |
| 140                  | 4.10 | 4.40         | 4.39                               |                                 | 0.01                                  | 4.40 4.38                                               | 4.40 4.38                                               | 4.40 4.38                                               | 4.40 4.38                                               |
| 25                   | 154  | 4.50         | 4.72                               | 4.76                            | -0.04                                 | 4.72 4.75                                               | 4.72 4.75                                               | 4.72 4.75                                               | 4.72 4.75                                               |
| 167                  | 4.30 | 4.60         | 4.57                               |                                 | 0.03                                  | 4.60 4.61                                               | 4.60 4.61                                               | 4.60 4.61                                               | 4.60 4.61                                               |
| 26                   | 191  | 4.60         | 4.80                               | 4.86                            | -0.06                                 | 4.80 4.83                                               | 4.80 4.83                                               | 4.80 4.83                                               | 4.80 4.83                                               |
| 26                   | 193  | 4.02         | 4.30                               | 4.33                            | -0.03                                 | 4.30 4.32                                               | 4.30 4.32                                               | 4.30 4.32                                               | 4.30 4.32                                               |
| **Average (200 case)** | **4.47** | **4.74** | **4.73**                            | **0.01**                        | **3.97**                              | **4.74 4.72**                                           | **4.74 4.72**                                           | **4.74 4.72**                                           | **4.74 4.72**                                           |

**Regression or Curve estimation**

Between Transperineal (x) and Transvaginal (y) 4th Degree Polynomial Fit:

\[ y = 54.316313 - 42.645511x + 13.165808x^2 - 1.7581356x^3 + 0.0876744x^4 \]

\[ R^2 = 0.97 \]

Between Transabdominal 2-Full bladder (x) and Transvaginal (y) Reciprocal Model:

\[ y = 1/(0.038587861x + 0.36504338) \]

\[ R^2 = 0.95 \]

Between Transabdominal 2-Half full bladder (x) and Transvaginal (y) Reciprocal Model:

\[ y = 1/(-0.040004474x + 0.36019382) \]

\[ R^2 = 0.96 \]

**Curve estimation or curve fitting**

The relationship between the method of Transperineal as independent variable and the method of Transvaginal as dependent variable represented by equation 4th Degree Polynomial: \[ Y = 54.316313 - 42.645511x + 13.165808x^2 - 1.7581356x^3 + 0.0876744x^4 \], where you can predict the values of the Transvaginal by the values of the Transperineal with determining factor equal 0.97.
The relationship between the method of Transabdominal 2-Full bladder as independent variable and the method of Transvaginal as dependent variable represented by equation $Y=1/(-0.038587861X +0.36504338)$, where you can predict the values of the Transvaginal by the values of the Transabdominal 2-Full bladder with determining factor equal 0.95.

The relationship between the method of transabdominal 2-Half Full bladder as independent variable and the method of transvaginal as dependent variable represented by equation $Y=1/(-0.040004474X + 0.36019382)$, where you can predict the values of the transvaginal by the values of the Transabdominal 2-Half Full bladder with determining factor equal 0.96 can predict the values of the transvaginal by the values of transperineal, transabdominal 2-Full bladder and transabdominal 2-Half full bladder for example (see Table 1).

**DISCUSSION**

Preterm birth is a leading cause of neonatal morbidity and mortality. Previously, medical efforts have focused on the management of prematurity rather than preventing its occurrence, despite advances in obstetric care, fewer advances have been made in primary prevention of preterm birth and effective tocolysis. 15,16

The rate of preterm birth has not decreased over the past 40 years, with increased prevalence reported in developed countries. For this reason, the focus of preterm birth management has changed from tocolysis to primary prevention. 17

The aim of this study was to compare between the different methods of assessment of cervical length (transabdominal [full and half-full bladder], trans-vaginal, and transperineal) during pregnancy as a possible screening of preterm birth.

The study was performed on 200 cases who attended at Elshatby hospital. At gestational age from 20 to 26 weeks there was no significant to demographic data as (maternal age, parity).

The route of examination was started according to urinary bladder fullness at admission. Accordingly, the patient was not instructed to void if she had full bladder, rather we started by transabdominal route. If she had empty bladder at the time she presented we started by transperineal then transvaginal route. The four measurements were compared to each other and the difference between them calculated.

Trans-vaginal route gave the longest cervical measurements followed by transperineal route then abdominal route (full bladder) and finally transabdominal route (half-full bladder). Our results indicate that there is a significant positive correlation among the four methods of measuring cervical length in that gestational age.

Hyun et al showed that transvaginal cervical length assessment is helpful to predict preterm birth. However, transvaginal sonography could be painful or inconvenient to the patient. In their study trans-abdominal and transvaginal cervical lengths were measured in 255 pregnant women between 20 and 29 gestational weeks. They found that, the mean cervical lengths were not significantly different between the two routes, mean±SD, $3.88±0.73$ cm on transabdominal sonography and $3.93±0.72$ cm on transvaginal sonography. The 5th-percentile transabdominal cervical length was $26.0$ mm, and the transvaginal length was $27.8$ mm. 18

Agreeing with our work, they stated that trans-abdominal cervical length measurements were correlated with transvaginal measurements overall, and the measured trans-abdominal length is consistently shorter than the transvaginal length in cases with discrepancies. Trans-abdominal sonography could be used as a cervical length screening tool.

In this study, the relationship between the method of transperineal measurement of cervical length as independent variable (X) and the method of transvaginal as dependent variable (Y) represented by equation 4th degree polynomial:

$$Y=54.3242.64X+13.1658(X^2)-1.76(X^3)+0.087(X^4)$$

Where the values of the transvaginal measurements are calculated by the values of the transperineal measurements with determining factor equal 0.97.

The relationship between the method of transabdominal measurements with full bladder as independent variable (X) and the method of transvaginal measurements as dependent variable (Y) represented by equation:

$$Y=1/(-0.038X +0.36504338)$$

Where values of the transvaginal measurements are calculated by the values of the trans-abdominal the measurements with full bladder with determining factor equal 0.95.

The relationship between the method of transabdominal measurements with half full bladder as independent variable and the method of transvaginal measurements as dependent variable represented by equation:

$$Y=1/(-0.04X+0.36019382)$$

Where the values of the transvaginal measurements are calculated by the values of the transabdominal half full bladder with determining factor equal 0.96.

The mean cervical length on transabdominal sonography was consistently less than the length on transvaginal sonography, even in the patients with significant discrepancies between the two lengths. This finding
implies that trans-abdominal sonography may be used safely for the initial measurement of cervical length. Stone et al noted that transabdominal measurements were consistently shorter than transvaginal measurements. They also suggested that transabdominal sonography could be used to assess cervical length in most cases initially.  

Determination of the cutoff value for prediction of preterm labor is important for practical use of transabdominal cervical assessment. Stone et al proposed a transabdominal cervical length less than 27 mm as the cutoff value for indicating preterm labor, which correlates with the 5th-percentile transvaginal measurement.\textsuperscript{19,20}

In this study, the 5th- and 10th-percentile transabdominal measurement values were 26.0 and 30.0 mm, respectively, and the 5th- and 10th-percentile transvaginal values were 27.8 and 30.0 mm. There were 3 cases with cervical lengths less than 25 mm (21.0, 22.0, and 24.0 mm) transvaginally, which is generally recognized as being in a high-risk group for preterm birth. Their cervical lengths on transabdominal sonography were 24.0, 25.0, and 25.0 mm. Although for these 3 cases, the transvaginal measurements were less than the transabdominal measurements, the transabdominal measurements were all below the 5th percentile; therefore, the cases were positive by transabdominal screening.

The evidence for the clinical application of cervical length screening using transabdominal sonography is still insufficient. It is necessary to determine a transabdominal sonographic measurement threshold and to follow patients until they deliver. However, on the basis of our study, transabdominal assessment could be used initially for cervical length screening, considering the maternal and fetal condition.

Then, if the need arises, transvaginal sonography could be used. This step by step approach may be more convenient and useful to both patients and physicians for cervical length screening.

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

Future randomized controlled trials are warranted to determine the proper timing for transabdominal cervical length scan for early diagnosis of preterm labor.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Transabdominal assessment could be used initially for cervical length screening, considering the maternal and fetal condition. Then, if the need arises, transvaginal sonography could be used. This step by step approach may be more convenient and useful to both patients and physicians for cervical length screening.
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